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I.
Launching the Data
Repository

Background Information*
ScholarWorks@UMassAmherst: our IR, runs on Digital Commons
May 2016: ScholarWorks contained one data file that accompanied a
library-funded open access article
May 2016 - September 2017: Five datasets uploaded for a faculty member in
Environmental Conservation whose publisher required accessible data with DOIs.
2017 - UMass Amherst Libraries hire a Data Services Librarian
Data Working Group: Cross-disciplinary team led by the Data Services Librarian

*Part of this project entailed knowingly obliterating all statistics from prior to
October 2017

GOAL: Create a central Data repository

Making the Goal a Reality
Created the centralized Data and Datasets structure
Deleted and recreated Environmental Conservation Datasets
using the same publication structure as Data and Datasets*
Uploaded the six Environmental Conservation datasets back to
the departmental level collection to avoid broken links

*Here’s where we lost those valuable stats

First Customer: Designing Sustainable Landscapes
Wanted to move all of their content from a university-hosted
site to ScholarWorks
Wanted a landing page for the collection with a lot of
customization
Both the Data Services Librarian and OA & IR Librarian were
on extended leaves
bepress was migrating storage to the cloud
timeouts and outages!

- lots of

First Customer: Designing Sustainable Landscapes

II.
What About the
Policy?

Impetus for Developing A Data Repository Policy
Request for data deposit for sensitive data:
●
●

Included children’s names, ages, “I don’t know who these
kids are, so no one could find out”
Expectation from faculty that we would review submissions
for private information and anonymize

Realization: We needed to have policies & information to
point folks towards!
Bonus points: Written policy would enable us to turn on
self-submissions

Initial Decisions
The Data Services Librarian and OA & IR Librarian would work
together with the rest of the Data Working Group to
collaboratively write the policy
Policy would be based on real experiences
Policy could be added to at any time
Emphasis on flexibility and responsiveness

Writing the Policy
Don’t reinvent the wheel:
●

Surveyed policies from existing data repositories

Create outline:
●

Each member of the Data Working Group took a section (or
two)

Writing the Policy (Cont’d)
Timeline for research and writing: one month
Collaborative review for tone, flow, standardization of
terms
Post policy publicly with attribution:

III.
Continued
Improvements

Mandatory README Files

Self-Submission vs. Mediated Submissions
Majority of submissions are
still mediated, but we have
turned on the self-submit
link.

Current Stats (Shameless Self-Promotion?)
Total: 112 posted datasets
Downloads (October 2017 - April 2020): 2,284
Most downloaded dataset: “Ionoelastomer Junctions Between
Polymer Networks of Fixed Anions and Cations” (123 downloads
since November 2019)

Thanks!
Contact us!
Erin Jerome, ewjerome@library.umass.edu
Data Working Group, dwg@library.umass.edu

